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ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION: IS IT A THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY?
The purpose of this paper is to show that illegal immigration is a priority national security issue that must be dealt with quickly, firmly and forcibly. Illegal immigration is a serious concern that can no longer be viewed as a secondary matter to other national security challenges such as the war on terrorism or the older war on illegal drugs. Although solving illegal immigration is related to both the war on terror and the war on drugs, it is really the direct effect of a larger problem derived from criminals exploiting lax or inconsistent immigration law enforcement, economics, disregard for the rule of law, and a protracted information campaign. Left unchecked, illegal immigration poses several national security threats which will certainly be noticed and leveraged by enemies of the United States.
Background
The larger problem of illegal immigration manifests itself in three key areas that are symptoms, not the core issue. First, illegal immigration compromises national sovereignty by showing an inability to defend our borders and enforce immigration laws. This inability can be attributed to either lack of resolve, incompetence, or both. Exacerbating the situation, policies and statutes exist at the federal and state levels that seem to make citizenship meaningless, legal immigrant status pointless, and illegal immigrant status penalty-less. Not surprisingly, drug law enforcement has been hampered by the induced rise in illegal immigrant volume and violence.
Second, because of sheer numbers and demographics, illegal immigration compromises our national identity as Americans by fostering an 'under-assimilated' sub-class that still has lingering ties to old cultures, language and customs via the internet, media, and rapid transportation. Different from earlier immigrant groups, modern technology allows this sub-class to avoid severing ties to their origins and operate almost exclusively for temporary or transient economic incentives such as jobs and wages. These conditions produced by technology do not force immigrants to invest commensurate effort to personally identify with the new culture. As a result, intangible but more permanent national bonding qualities such as patriotism, loyalty, and citizenship are precluded.
Third, illegal immigration compromises our national social order by placing strains on the health, education and law enforcement aspects of American society. For example, several metropolitan and rural health care centers have been affected negatively by illegal immigrants forcing them to reduce or eliminate services due to non-payment or simply overwhelming system capacity by sheer volume. 1 There are documented episodes where illegal immigrants have reintroduced diseases inside U.S. borders that were eradicated decades ago. 2 In many cases, activists for illegal immigrants have forced school districts to offer bilingual education, and in other localities they have obtained education subsidies for illegal immigrants at tax payer expense. 3 Finally, federal, state, and local prison facilities are experiencing increasing populations of illegal immigrants convicted of charges ranging from petty theft to gang violence and drug dealing to murder.
If left unchecked, illegal immigration will soon become a national crisis even if it is only confined to our nation's social infrastructure. However, current news accounts and dispatches already show signs that the effects of illegal immigration reach beyond just social areas. Large illegal immigrant groups could present a threat to national security by creating and harboring voluminous population concentrations with ambivalent or questionable loyalty to the United Although public concern about illegal immigration began to simmer in the 1990's, the subject remained on the margins as a national issue until a relatively obscure incident at the Interstate 95 (I-95) corridor, a sniper 'pair' was captured. Afterward, authorities revealed that the primary trigger-man of the duo, Lee Boyd Malvo, happened to be an illegal immigrant following his mother who also illegally entered and remained in the country.
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Along the southern border, there has been a general increase in lawlessness and criminal activity such as rape and robbery attributed to illegal immigrants. 23 These actions have placed civilian border patrol and law enforcement personnel at significant risk. This lawlessness by illegal immigrants is manifested through increased drug activity that has provided income to drug cartels but also may have provided financing to future terrorist operations. 24 There is increasing evidence that foreign gangs such as Mara Salvatrucha -13 (MS-13) that already operate along the border and inside the U.S. may have already explicitly cooperated with terrorist organizations. 25 At the very least, MS-13 has increased its criminal reach from the border into interior states such as South Carolina, 26 Virginia and Maryland. 27 These accounts combined with subsequent investigative reports how the 09/11 hijackers exploited gaps in immigration and law enforcement have significantly altered the fairly benign attitude the U.S.
public had toward immigrants. When sizeable groups of Latin American immigrants began appearing on a regular basis as 'day laborers' in non-border state cities such as Memphis TN, Atlanta GA, Charlotte NC, and Richmond VA, and crime rates associated with these groups began to rise, concern over illegal immigration began to soar. Documented public concern on the subject finally surfaced on the national landscape in 2005 as a priority political issue linked to both national security and domestic policy. 28 In a recent Rasmussen poll reported by Angus Reid consultants, "…75 percent of respondents believe [Immigration] is very or somewhat important in an election…". 29 These poll results documented a strong degree of public discontent regarding illegal immigration and have sent a message to politicians that they are willing to hold politicians accountable in the next election to solve the problem.
Several reasons have been given for the American public's surge in interest over this issue. Topping citizens' list is a concern over loss of American jobs to illegal immigrants and a related effect of low cost immigrant labor depressing wages. This concern was also reflected by native-born U.S. Latinos. 30 Other reasons for concern range across the spectrum from distress over increased crime 45 Accordingly, these farmers, if they are able, head northward as immigrants.
As if the above factors were not enough, the typical Mexican worker labors under a government system plagued by corruption at all levels administering a flawed domestic fiscal policy joined to compromised law enforcement and judicial systems. 46 It has been estimated that graft or corruption related factors compose up to 25% of the Mexican economy. 47 These factors contribute to an environment where the objective application of the rule of law is an unfamiliar concept that further hinders the typical Mexican citizen from moving forward socially and economically. Bleak social and economic reality in Mexico coupled with haphazard U.S.
immigration enforcement has made the choice fairly obvious for most able-bodied Mexican laborers. They react naturally to the prospect of better opportunities north of the border. Driven by a desire to earn a decent wage that is unencumbered by layers of corrupt bureaucrats picking his pockets, the typical Mexican worker sees a triple lure in the United States of willing employers offering steady work at a significantly higher wage absent the customary graft taxes.
US employers need low-wage, unskilled or semi-skilled labor; immigrants need steady work paying relatively good wages unencumbered by hidden taxes to corrupt officials.
Prior to 09/11, neither the immigrant Mexican workers nor the US employers were too concerned about following US immigration laws or Immigration and Customs Enforcement's (ICE) ability to enforce them. Added to this scenario were some state and local governments' policies that flagrantly disregarded U.S. immigration law and deliberately offered 'sanctuary' to illegal immigrants sometimes referred to as 'undocumented workers'. 48 The end result of the previous examples was an attitude fostered on both sides of the border that only dollars mattered and that the law was merely a hindrance to economic necessity and opportunity.
The scenario mentioned above is what currently drives most of the swarm of illegal immigrants.
Aside from economic demand, the situation completely discounts a fundamental tenet of American society, the rule of law---these people aren't supposed to be here, yet our business citizenry and some local governments openly encourage violation of federal law. Roughly a decade later, United States citizens are reaping the consequences.
Disregard for the Rule of Law Impact
In addition to being a nation of immigrants, the United States prides itself as being a nation of laws where all classes of citizens have access to justice and 'fair play'. Unlike some parts of the third world, the United States has a clearly defined and practical procedure for the rule-of-law. Congress defines or refines laws based on articles in our constitution ensuring provisions for national sovereignty through border security, executive branch agencies proactively enforce those laws, and the judiciary upholds or affirms the law enforcement. The impartial application of rule-of-law by all three branches of the federal government is the cornerstone of our ability to function successfully as a nation, and defines the United States as a viable entity. Sadly, Mexico in truth has no equivalent tradition. 49 In the case of Mexico, disregard for the rule of law runs a close second to economic necessity for spurring illegal
immigration. Mexico and its citizens view current border arrangements between the United
States and Mexico in a disturbingly different fashion from U.S. citizens. To the average Mexican citizen, the international border with the United States means nothing; it is neither respected nor observed. From a 2002 Zogby poll, a majority (57%) of Mexican citizens interviewed stated that they believed "Mexicans should have a right to enter the U.S. without U.S. permission". 50 Even more outrageous, a slightly larger percentage (58%) stated that "they believed the Southwestern territory of the United States rightfully belonged to Mexico". 51 With documented
Mexican opinions like these published by a respected polling organization, it is no wonder that average U.S. citizens view a seeming stampede of Hispanic illegals entering the country with alarm and anger. When web postings from Aztlan Communications and comments from radical academics such as Armando Navarro are taken into account, citizens have a right to be dismayed. 52 Other than examples cited earlier, a steady increase in border incidents, including discoveries of well constructed tunnels under the border further reinforces the perception that Mexican citizens hold the international border with the U.S. in complete disregard. 53 In January States are so large and thus present a potential national security risk.
Prospective Soutions
Just prior to World War I, hostile activities flared along the U.S. southern border due to Pancho Villa's lawless raids against US citizens and their property. 63 In response, President
Wilson dispatched General Pershing and an expeditionary force to capture Villa and restore law and order along the border. Although Villa was never captured, General Pershing's expeditions managed to halt Villa's raids and restore calm to the southern border area. Otherwise, the United States' northern and southern borders remained relatively quiet and uneventful for most of the 20th Century up to the 1970s. This 'state-of-affairs' was primarily due to more pressing U.S. foreign and domestic interests that included two World Wars, Korea, Viet Nam, and a worldwide depression.
Until the 1970s, border control attitudes along the southern border assumed that the Rio Grande River, vast expanses of desert & mountain wilderness and a few fences with some manned patrols provided enough border security. The same attitude was echoed along the Northern Border and assumed the Saint Lawrence River, the Great Lakes, and large tracts of forested wilderness with mountains plus even fewer fences and manned patrols provided enough border security to keep undesirables out of the country. In the 21 st century, sole reliance on unsupervised or unpatrolled wilderness and natural barriers are not enough. Active, manned border control must be implemented. The most pressing concern is… do Americans have the will and stamina to implement the needed changes?
Border Control A well understood and generally accepted concept of the Wesphalian model is the right of a nation's citizens to be secure within their borders and the ability of the national government to provide and guarantee that security. The United States' implied constitutional requirement for border control applies not only to immigration and the overall protection of the nation's citizens, but also for the proper regulation of trade and commerce. 64 Related to this concept is the need to prevent the inadvertent spread of disease and interdict counterfeit or prohibited goods.
At our border, US agents should be a first line of defense or control by knowing 'who' is coming into the country, what travelers' intentions and itinerary are while they're here, where they're traveling while they're in the country, and when will they be leaving.
The contiguous 48 United States hereafter referred to as the "United States" has two land borders: one to the north with Canada, and the other to the south with Mexico. The United
States' northern border with Canada (excluding Alaska) is approximately 4000 miles long.
Although there are some minor boundary disputes still pending with Canada dating back to the th Century, the northern border has often been referred to as the longest undefended border in the world. 65 With the exception of a tunnel discovery related to drug smuggling under the U.S. and Canadian border in July 2005, border incidents along the northern border have been almost non-existent. 66 While the southern border spans only half the northern border's distance at 1989 miles, over the years it has engaged the preponderance of U.S. border attention by the amount of incidents, skirmishes and resources that occur there.
The only reason for a reevaluation or change to 'tighter' border security during the 1970s was to combat a surge in illegal drug traffic generated to satisfy America's growing appetite for illicit drugs. In the 1970s, border patrols, checkpoints, and barriers were increased to prevent illegal drug shipments from transiting the border. Although the US southern border with Mexico is essentially half the distance of the northern border, it contains a disproportional bulk of U.S.
border resources and attention. 67 This situation is due primarily to the volume of illegal immigrants and illicit drugs that routinely cross the southern border. Nevertheless, the northern border with Canada was not exempt from the same illegal drug activity taking place along the southern border. Even with increased patrols and facilities to interdict illicit drug traffic, conditions along both borders prior to 09/11 could still be characterized as a homeowner going to sleep with all house doors open to the public. The United States' borders were just about as porous as 'Swiss Cheese'. Unfortunately, the huge volume of both people and cargo daily transiting our borders pose a serious challenge to the goal of obtaining greater border security. 68 To achieve the desired objectives requires a significant contribution of both national will and means.
Recent articles in the media indicate there is a growing movement seriously considering the possibility of constructing a 'wall' along the southern border based on a variation of the Israeli security fence. 69 This concept is step in the right direction, but would still only be a partial solution for stemming the human flow across the border. Ideally, the proposed barrier would 'channel' traffic into controlled areas heavily manned by the border patrol, thereby relieving pressure to be everywhere all the time. Another physical measure currently being implemented to increase security has been to increase the size of the border patrol to accommodate more patrols, at higher manning levels, patrolling more often. Congress, working through the container, or seize a shipment of contraband such as illegal drugs. Other than the quarantine option for suspicious cargo, goods and services must otherwise be free to transit the border unimpeded. Regardless, solutions for increasing physical border security will require significant increases in resources but must be buttressed by meaningful changes in both laws and economic policy.
Change the Law
The United States must consistently and aggressively enforce laws protecting its borders and, when applicable, eliminate or modify those laws or procedures that don't work. 72 After 09/11, when analysis of how events happened began to emerge, Americans learned that all 19 culprits were foreign agents that circumvented 'gaps' in our border control and immigration system either physically, procedurally, or both. 73 At least a few of the 09/11 agents were in the country on expired student visas immediately prior to committing their attacks. 74 Accordingly, immigration procedures and laws must be reevaluated and strengthened where necessary.
Regarding law enforcement procedures, changes toward the handling of illegal immigrants to detain and deport vice catch and release are being implemented. 75 Therefore the United States should proceed cautiously with a plan that clearly depicts long-term benefits to all of Mexican Society. If we do not pursue an active economic engagement strategy, other strategies mentioned earlier will probably only amount to band-aids on a chest wound.
Conclusion
Illegal immigration is a concern that poses a serious threat to national security. In the broadest sense, it sends a dangerous message that to the U.S. Government: its laws do not matter, it is incapable of enforcing its borders, and it cannot protect its citizens. Illegal immigration has been shown to provide cover for terrorist opportunities, spur growth in crime, and strain social resources. Although illegal immigrants come from numerous origins, the vast majority of illegal immigrants come from Mexico. Illegal immigration from Mexico has several root causes stemming from Mexican criminal elements exploiting flaws in U.S. immigration law enforcement, Mexican economic depression, Mexico's disregard for U.S. rule-of-law, and
Mexican society along with the Mexican government waging a comprehensive information campaign against the U.S. Solving the illegal immigration challenge has to employ a national strategy that addresses each of the root causes as a national priority. All aspects of national power must focus on physical security of the border, coherent and enforceable laws, and a strategy to grow the Mexican domestic economy so that middle and low income Mexican citizens can make a living by remaining in Mexico. There are several ways to fix or mitigate the challenges presented. However, to properly implement these solutions will take a substantial commitment in resources, patience, and national will.
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